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PRODUCE NEWS
“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”

Here comes Mother’s
Day! Are you prepared?
May, the gateway to the California fruit season.
April did come through and boost our water
reserves but it did put us behind a couple weeks on
the tree fruit and put a damper on a couple of the
early varieties. Mid-April also presented a challenge
for our local strawberries but as we’ve seen in the
past they are resilient. The farm to school
movement has now reached all fifty states,
congratulations all.
The health care industry and the schools were both
driving forces in supporting our local growers. It’s
hard not to think back to Alice Walters of Chez
Panisse, people can make a difference. Some others
that helped the local farms along are the folks at
CAFF. Many have laid the ground work for CAFF
but today a special thanks to Ben and Jason for
keeping it going. One should recognize the progress
that organic farming has made the last few years,
almost 15% of total sales. The same folks that
helped local farming along were strong in this as
well. Ponder this.
Pesticide use started around 1940, prior to that I
guess it was all organic, having a hard time getting
my arms around that thought. DDT made its debut
in 1940 some thirty years we discovered its

downside far outweighed the benefits. About the
eighties along came organic support. If you think
about it that’s a lot of history in a short amount of
time. So, I guess if it takes thirty years to find out
where tainted romaine comes from, who cut it and
why it wasn’t washed properly, oh well. We all
share the burden of consumer safety.
A big thanks to all our loyal friends for being
concerned and coping with some of our industries
difficulties. I can’t help but think that if the “Big
guys” would just charge a nickel more they could
invest in a lab like Dr. Kolb installed here and not
let the problem get out. Then again, they’re
processing 100,000 pounds a day, that’s two weeks
for me. Can’t catch it all. We had a frog, Kermit,
which made it all the way through the spring mix
harvesting and washing process, made its way past
us and to a hospital. You’ll be pleased to know
Kermit is alive and well and taking an active role in
our pest management program.

Steve Del Masso
President
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Special note: As you read through this month’s
newsletter you will notice a couple of names
missing. “Mike’s Eye on the Market”, Mike, was
a member of Bay Cities Produce for over 30 years
and just recently turned in his BCP Buyer’s
Credentials. He initially started out as a lumper,
then moved up to driver and over time he grew
with the industry and became a buyer 20
something years back. Everyone will miss the
uplifting quips and positive comments he
randomly hurled at anyone and everyone within
shouting distance. Many people have commented
that compared to Mike, Tim Robbins is a
charlatan when it comes to the art of positively
motivating people and fellow workers. Another
one of his great accomplishments is his ability to
deal with physical adversities and pain that few
can imagine let alone manage without meds.
What that guy could endure and keep working
every day all day is unbelievable and a model for
all. On his way out the door, he gave everyone the
patata a high five while proclaiming: “I plan on
doing some serious traveling …..wish me luck.”
He will be truly missed.
Another name that is absent from this month’s
newsletter is Dirk; “Seasonal Trends by Dirk”. He
too started out “in the trenches” toiling during the
early pre-dawn hours lumping cases, loading
trucks and making deliveries prior to becoming a
buyer. Dirk is taking a sabbatical in order to
attend to his ailing mother’s needs. His quick wit
and dedicated approach toward work and everyday
challenges was refreshing. We look forward to his
return.

Stone Fruit – CA Grown product is now
available. First up will be Cherries and Apricots.
Crops are a little behind the normal start times
due to the weather of the past few months. By
the end of the month we should see Nectarines
and Peaches. Plums may be as late as June. We
will monitor the progress of the crops as they
come to market. As soon as the sugar levels are
in the good range we will send out notices. I just
can’t wait!

Iceberg Lettuce – We got through a
short burst of weather and logistical
challenges. Now that the season has settled
back in Salinas, we are enjoying fresh Iceberg
Lettuce grown a short 90-minute drive away.
Heads are beautiful, tight with good size and
weight. I’m already spoiled.

Romaine Lettuce – The first two
weeks of the month will be somewhat rough.
The transition from Yuma to Salinas incurred
an obstacle named E.coli. Because of the
problem, all Romaine Lettuce was held
suspect and pulled off the market which
instantly created a supply void. Since we, as
is everyone else, are now using 100% Salinas
Valley grown Romaine, a demand imbalance
has developed. Growers are confident they
will catch back up the by 2nd week of the
month.

Red, Green & Butter Lettuce –
Supply, quality and wholesale cost for all
three Lettuces have settled back to normal
since returning to Salinas. I must admit that I
am elated we are able to source fresh
produce from an area that delivers the
highest quality produce in all of North
America.
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Red & Green Cabbage – Prices have
started to decline now that Salinas is
incrementally shipping more products.
Oxnard and Santa Maria are still going strong
as well. Cabbage sizing and per head weight
is spot on.

Broccoli

& Cauliflower – With
beautiful and warm weather settling in
Salinas, plant growth has spurred, and costs
are back to normal.
Celery – Current costs are almost where
they should be. As the month progresses
additional growers will enter the market and
prices will back off a little bit more.

Root Vegetables – Bakersfield “Root”
growers are maintaining an awesome level of
quality and availability. Beautiful, beautiful
produce.
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Red, White & Yellow Onions –
Inventory of the 2017 Northwest Onion crop is
just about depleted. The SoCal season has
started and will be in full swing by midmonth. Onions from Texas and Mexico are
currently obtainable, but we prefer to put
California growers first. The additional two
players in the market have kept prices right
about where they should be.

Russet Potatoes – Prices will continue
to climb throughout April. Russets are now
listed on our premium price list and it won’t
be until about August when pricing begins to
decline.

Fingerling Potatoes –

Demand for
Fingerling Potatoes continue to amaze me.
Month on month shipments continue to
increase. Just prior to Mother’s Day, we will
make the switch to California grown
Fingerling. Prices will remain steady.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes – Nothing
has changed. Supply, demand and pricing
has remains steady.

White & Yellow Corn – We are
blessed once again with California Grown
Corn. What a delight. For this month product
will come from Brawley. We will not see
Brentwood Grown product until June, about
Father’s Day, from Dwelley Farms.

Green Onions – Prices are forecast to
remain flat and reasonable throughout the
month. There is plenty of product coming up
from Mexico.

Potatoes of Color –

The superb
2017 crop out of the Northwest continues to
serve us well. There is sufficient inventory
remaining to allow for a smooth transition to
the just starting Bakersfield season.
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Oranges – It’s done. The switch to
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California grown Valencia Oranges for
juicing, processing and hand fruit has been
made. Quality, sugar levels and flavor are
superb. The only negative is there isn’t a
good balance of sizes. Looking ahead, the
smaller the size the higher the price will be
the model for the next 4+ months.

Ruby

Red Grapefruit – Texas
Grapefruit is now available but peaking
toward the smaller sizes. We will be using
California Rio Reds as long as possible.
Lemons – May will be a good month for
Lemons. With the rains now behind us,
Fresno (L1) growers are enjoying unfettered
access to their trees and harvesting is going
along at a rapid pace.

Carrots – are solely coming from the
growing areas in and around Bakersfield.
Prices are easing off. They should be hitting
a bottom any day.

Round & Roma TOMATOES – It is
being bantered about that the May move from
Central Mexico/Nogales to Baja and Southern
California will not be the smoothest. Normally we
enjoy a transition between growing areas without
the least bit of drama or problems. This go round
will be a whole new experience. The “next up”
growing areas in Baja and SoCal are lagging
behind their usual startup dates. Quality of
Tomatoes will dip as we are forced to use
products from the old plants in Nogales.

Butternut SQUASH (& Organic) –
If I said that BCP still has a few bins of
California grown organic Butter Squash in
inventory would you believe me? Probably
not. But it’s true. Conventional non-organic
Squash is being shipped up from Mexico.

NAPACADOS – Oil content and flavor of
California Haas Avocados are fantastic.
Inventory levels are more than sufficient for
the upcoming Cinco de Mayo holiday.

SQUASH – The California season has
started but quality is not quite up to par. I will
continue to buy Mexico product and keep an eye
on local product’s progression. As soon as it
meets our quality requirements, we will transition
to product from Santa Maria.

EGGPLANT – Coachella will be supplying
us with fresh Eggplant for another couple of
weeks prior to the season jumping up to Fresno.
Farmers in both areas are quite positive about
the outlook of their crops.
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Sal’s Produce
Snapshot
BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS – The
California Green Bean season has kicked off in
the desert with prices, as expected, in the high
range.
About mid-month we will again be
working closely with Dwelley Farms in
Brentwood.

Red, Green, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
Coachella growers are shipping out some really
nice looking Green Bell Peppers. Large in size.
Firm thick walls; dark green color. Yellow and
Red Bells are still arriving from Baja and are
scheduled to be bumped aside for domestic
grown around the third week of the month.

Cello-Pack, Spring Mix & Baby
Leaf – It’s such a relief and delight to be back
using Salinas grown produce. All of the various
Spring Mix blends are crisp and perfect. The CelloPack and Baby Leaf items can’t be of higher quality.

LIMES – The weather in the Lime growing
region in Mexico had a solid three week run of
ideal growing conditions and the crop
dramatically improved. All sizes are reasonable
and quality is excellent.

CUCUMBERS – The Cuke season in
Nogales is winding down as the Baja season is
ramping up. Even though Cucumbers from
Nogales are less money, Baja production is a
little more money for a lot more quality.

Grapes – May is the month where we break free
from importing Grapes from Chile and return to
superior quality grown in California. The first
offerings of Red and Green Grapes will be from
Coachella.
Around mid-month, and with the
blessings of Mother Nature, farmers in the Central
Valley should have their vines ready to pick.

Apples & Pears – Apple inventories are
Chili Peppers – continue to come up from
Mexico. I am looking forward to switching over to
California grown prior to the calendar changing
over to June.

ample, but the less popular varieties are starting to
disappear. The last choice of a domestic Pear
remaining in cold storage is the D’Anjou. If you need
a different variety then we have to look at the
imports. And, oh wow are they expensive.
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Mangoes – Tommy Mangoes from Mexico are
abundant and full flavored. The smaller sizes are less
money than the larger sizes. Quality is excellent and
pricing is about as good as it gets.

Melons – Cantaloupe imports are quickly
winding down. There is an outside chance that by the
time you read this newsletter we may already be
using Cantaloupes from Coachella or Brawley. The
Honeydew Melon pull from Mexico will continue until
domestic offerings are sufficiently ripe and
deliciously sweet. When June comes around the
California Melon season will be in full ramp up mode.

Watermelons – We will be using Mexico
Watermelons until late May. If the weather in the
Imperial Valley is just right, we just may be
“plugging” our first California Watermelons within
two weeks.

Mushrooms – All varieties of hot house
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Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

With Summer in early arrival mode, I am
finding a whole lot more local grown organic
produce. There are some really nice-looking
O-Greens and O-Beets on the market. If you
have a need for particular item, please don’t
hesitate and give me a call. I welcome all
inquiries.
O-Cabbages Green and Red are now coming
from the Salinas area as with the leafy
greens. O-Bells are still coming up from
Mexico and CA Green Bells might possibly
arrive by the end of the month.

TYLER - NOL
Making Your Produce Headaches Go Away!

Mushrooms are in good supply. White Button, White
Large and White Sliced Mushrooms are abundant.
Brown, Shitake, Portabello and Portabellini are also
ample and quite reasonable.

GREEN LEAF CROWNS & BETTER BURGER LEAF
– The transition back to Salinas was
flawless. Product is gorgeous. Pricing is at
its low levels.

Specialty Mushrooms – We have only
seen a couple of varieties come to market. The
Morels and Hedgehogs will be around for about the
first two weeks of May. After that, we may be
looking into imports.

BROCCOLINI - ASPIRATION – The good news is
quality is excellent. The negative news is
there is a nationwide shortage for Broccolini
that is forecast to last another 2-3 weeks. It
may last longer if the slightest of glitches
come to pass. All orders are subjected to
prorating and on average we receive 60% of
our weekly usage.
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BROCCOLI AND CAULIFLOWER FLORETS – Salinas
growers have done a fantastic job fully
satiating the demand side for both types of
Florets.
No more shortfalls or prorated
orders. Pricing is back to normal.

“7 X 6 ” ROMAINE HEARTS – Now that all
Romaine Hearts are locally sourced quality
and freshness has sharpened up. With the
extra shipping costs from Yuma factored out
prices are trickling down. Supply is in good
enough shape to meet the massive demand
for the Mother’s Day Holiday weekend.
Please keep in mind, we offer Chopped
Romaine which is SAFE to EAT. Come in for a
visit and tour to see how we can make this
claim. We are proud to show you.

BABY BEETS – No big changes. They are a
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SNOW & SUGAR SNAP PEAS – Snow Peas
continue to arrive from Mexico.
are up, and prices are down.

Shipments

No later than the 2nd week of the month we
will be enjoying fresh and sweet Snap Peas
from Salinas.

JAPANESE/ITALIAN/CHINESE EGGPLANT –
The jump to SoCal grown varietal Eggplant is
complete and supply for all types have
improved. The biggest mover at the moment
is the Chinese variety.

HERBS – Field grown Basil keeps on getting
better. We will use Hot House Herbs from
Mexico until the 3rd of 4th week of the month
and then move over to California grown.

colorful and healthy addition to any plate.

BABY SQUASH – Growers in Mexico and
SoCal push to reach peak production in
May and June. Single variety and a mixed
pack of Baby Squash is available. The
downside is prices will be firm due to
incredible demand.
Please give us as
much lead time as possible to supply your
needs.

VARIETAL TOMATOES (SMALL) – May is the
month the Mexico season starts to fade and
growers in SoCal work feverishly getting
ready to jump into the market. Supply will be
a bit tight for some varieties throughout the
month. The California season will begin in
June.
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STRAWBERRIES & STEMBERRIES – More
fields are becoming available in time for the
massive Mother’s Day pull. All growers are
saying Berry quality will be excellent with
great color and wonderful flavor. If you are
planning anything big let us know ahead of
time so we can lay in the best of the best
for you.

Don’t forget to pre-order your
Stemberries. Most growers are only
packing to order these days.
RASP, BLUE & BLACK BERRIES – The
California Blackberry season is off to a
slow and late start. It’s also overlapping
the tail end of the Mexico season which is
resulting in a limited supply of good quality
Blackberries. Per basket costs are high.
For the last few years we’ve enjoyed an
almost
uninterrupted
supply
of
Raspberries. Mother Nature thought it was
time we needed to appreciate what we had
and caused problems for all Raspberry
growers. Each new week in May will see a
gradual improvement in quality and supply.
Blueberries are coming along well. We will
see an improvement in the volume of
Berries on the market and quality.
California Blues taste fantastic and are oh
so fresh.

ASPARAGUS – As I write my column, the
Delta Grass knifed from fields in and
around Stockton is terrific. Get it while you
can This season doesn’t last long. Klein
Family Farms will keep us supplied as long
as they can.

Papayas

– The

trials and tribulation of
getting Mexican Papayas through customs
and U.S. inspectors have returned.
For
example: I can order a truck load and it takes
an extra 3 days to get here. The following
week I can order a truck load and it arrives a
day early. Maintaining a proper inventory
level is quite the head scratcher.
Hawaiian Papayas are plentiful and firmly
holding onto their reputation as being the
benchmark in quality and flavor.
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JEFF’S TRIVIA QUEST

The Kentucky Derby, presented by Woodford
Reserve, is a top rank, Grade 1 stakes race for 3
year old thoroughbred horses.
Twenty horses
compete which is a larger field size then most horse
races. The race distance is one and one-quarter
miles long, and it is run on the dirt racetrack at
Churchill downs in Louisville, Kentucky the
winning purse is $ 2 Million.
Now let’s get to the Trivia!!!
1) There are many traditions associated with
the Kentucky Derby apart from the race
itself. A lasting one is that the victorious
horse is led to the winner’s circle draped in a
garland of what flowers?
a) Black – eyed Susan’s
b) Red roses
c) White carnations
2) Which of these three was the oldest jockey
to win the Kentucky Derby?
a) Willie Shoemaker
b) Calvin Borel
c) Laffit Pincay, Jr.
Fax

or email me with the answer and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com
FYI – Jeff has $ 100.00 cross the board win, place,
and show on Magnum Moon winner of the
Arkansas Derby!!!
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was:
D) It has 33 layers of dough and twelve eggs,
Torta Pasqualina
The thirty-three layers of very thin dough (almost like
phyllo pastry) represent the years of Christ’s life and the
twelve eggs represent the apostles. Other traditional
ingredients for this pie include artichoke hearts and
greens (usually beet greens or spinach).
Traditionally served cold, this pie will keep well in the
refrigerator, but is at its best served straight after it has
cooled, perhaps with a nice glass of white wine.
Congratulations to our trivia winners: Cindy @
VegiWorks, Martha @ Executive Inn, Eva @ Millie’s
Kitchen, Kaitlyn @ The Danielsen Co., Ann @ Rick
& Ann’s Restaurant, Joanne @ Spike’s Produce,
Imelda @ Miraglia’s Catering, Patty @ Marina
Liquor & Deli, Nohemi @ Ronaker’s Coffee Shop.
May celebrity birthdays
Dwayne Johnson
2nd (46)
Joan Collins
23rd (85)
Stevie Nicks
26th (70)
Clint Eastwood
31st (88)
Brooke Shields
31st (53)

San Andreas
Dynasty
Fleetwood Mac

Unforgiven
Blue Lagoon

“Sweet April showers do spring May flowers” Thomas
Tusser

BAY CITIES PRODUCE, INC.
2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

